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Install Anaconda

https://www.anaconda.com/distribution/

https://www.anaconda.com/distribution/
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Warm-up Quiz

v Is ML an inductive or a deductive learning process?

v What is the inductive bias?

v I have a dataset of images. My task is to learn how to classify images with cherries vs. 
images with papayas in it. Which features can I use for learning? 

v What features represent in a machine learning scheme?

v Can you name (in order) the typical steps in a ML pipeline for product deployment in 
the real-world?



Course road map
Ø 1. Definitions of problems, objectives, performance metrics

2 . Collection and management of 
relevant operational data

3 . Data wrangling 
(transforming, 
cleaning, filtering, 
scaling, EDA, …)

4 . Feature engineering      
(feature selection,           
feature extraction,          
feature processing,
dimensionality reduction/UL)

5. Machine Learning algorithms for 
classification and regression

6. Generalization, 
Model testing, 

validation, 
optimization, 

selection

Real-world 
use cases
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Basic taxonomy of ML Tasks: SL, UL, RL 
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Basic taxonomy: SL, Labels

Supervisor 
labels the 
examples

The label says what the data is (for a domain of interest)  

Some possible 
labels for this 
image:

Cat
Cat with a mask
Black cat
Quadruped
Mammal
Eyes and ears
Blue mask
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Basic taxonomy: SL, Workflow

Train a cat vs. dog classifier
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Basic taxonomy: UL, Find/Discover organization 
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Basic taxonomy: UL, Typical tasks
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Basic taxonomy: SL, UL, RL 

Data are not given the learning agent 
must generate them by interacting 
with the environment
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Basic taxonomy: RL, Learning by trial and error 

→ Note that we’ll not study RL
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Basic taxonomy: SL, UL, RL 
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Supervised Learning
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SL: Learning with a Teacher / Supervisor

Teacher / Supervisor shows 
multiple examples of an apple

Learning agent sees and 
processes / remembers the 
examples, incrementally 
building the model of an apple

When a new fruit is presented, 
the agent can correctly classify 
it as an apple or not!
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Learning with a Teacher / Supervisor: Prepare the examples

ü Apple

ü Apple
ü Apple

ü

ü
Apple

ü

ü Apple Apple

Supervisor labels 
the examples

Apple
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Learning with a Teacher / Supervisor: Error correction

ü The model learned so far is 
good, no changes are needed

ü The model learned so far 
needs to be modified

Ø How?

ü Accounting for the error, 
quantified by the supervisor 
through the information 
carried by the label
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Learning with a Teacher / Supervisor: Prediction function

Problem domain

𝑋

→
Apple

Not an Apple

𝑌

Output/Answer/Target/Label domain

Learning the concept, 
the model of an apple↔

𝑓 ∶ 𝑋 → 𝑌

Goal of ML design: Use available (training) data to construct the prediction rule 𝑓 ∶ 𝑋 → 𝑌

Task:  Given 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋,  predict 𝑦 ∈ 𝑌

(features?)
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Learning Tasks vs. Properties of the labels

Input 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 Label: 𝑦 ∈ 𝑌

Task:  Given 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋,  predict 𝑦 ∈ 𝑌

e.g., 𝑦 ∈ 0, 1,2,3 ,
𝑦 ∈ { rich, poor }

e.g., 𝑦 ∈ [0, 3]
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Supervised tasks (Classification): Learning (Training)
Task: given image data (e.g., in .jpg format), classify it either as a cat or as a dog
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Supervised Classification tasks: Application (Testing)
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Supervised Tasks: Classification, two classes 

§ Binary, two classes ( 𝑌 = 2): Dog or cat? Spam or not spam? Fine or bad weather? Healthy or sick? 

Frequency of each 
individual word in the msg

𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑!
𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑"

⋯
𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑#

Humidity

Temperature

Pressure

Wind

Fine weather

Bad weather
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Supervised Tasks: Classification, multiple classes 

Humidity

Temperature

Pressure

Wind

§ Multi-class ( 𝑌 > 2): Cloudy, or snowing, or mostly clear? Dog, or cat, or fox, or …? 

Feature 1
Feature 2

Feature 𝑘

⋮
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Supervised Tasks: Classification, more formally 

v Classification, categorical target:

o Given a set 𝑌 of 𝑛 ∈ ℕ possible classes/categories

o Given a set 𝑋 of relevant features

Ø Predict to which class 𝑦 ∈ 𝑌 a (new) data item 𝒙 ∈ 𝑋 belongs to. 

§ Output is a discrete label

ü Learned model 𝑓: 𝑋 → 𝑌

q 𝑋 is a feature space, of any appropriate type and dimension 𝑘, 𝒙 is a 𝑘-dimensional vector

q 𝑌 is a discrete set (of labels)
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Geometric view of SL for classification

Classification:

o Learn a separator (the model) in the feature space such that class regions are correctly separated

o Separator is a linear or an arbitrarily non-linear curve in the feature space

o Use the separating regions to predict the labels for new test inputs 
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Supervised Tasks: Regression

v Regression, continuous target:

o Given a set 𝑌 of continuous dependent variables (outputs / responses / predictions),
𝒚 ∈ 𝑌 ⊆ ℝ$

o Given a set 𝑋 of features (predictors / explanatory features / independent variables)

𝒙 ∈ 𝑋

Ø Predict which response value 𝒚 ∈ 𝑌 corresponds to the (new) input data 𝒙 ∈ 𝑋

§ Output is a continuous value (a real number)

ü Learned model 𝑓: 𝑋 → 𝑌 ⊆ ℝ!

q 𝑌 is a continuous set of values (possibly multi-dimensional, but let’s focus on 𝑚 = 1)

q 𝑋 is a feature space, of any appropriate type and dimension 𝑘, 𝒙 is a 𝑘-dim vector
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Geometric view of SL for regression

Regression:

o Learn a line/curve (the model) relating predictors (features) and predictions (real-valued) 

o Use the curve to predict the outputs for new test inputs 

𝑋

𝑌
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Supervised Tasks: Regression

§ Univariate (𝑘 = 1):  There’s only ONE predictor variable (𝑓 is a real function of one variable)

o What is the expected relation between temperature and peak electricity usage in Doha ? 
o What is the expected relation between height and weight in the male population of the country?
o What is the expected relation between advertising and sales?
o What is the expected relation between the dose of a medicament and the observed response?
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Supervised Tasks: Regression

§ Multi-variate (𝑘 > 1): There’s a VECTOR of predictor variables (𝑓 real function of multiple variables)

o What is the expected relation between [temperature, time hour, day of the week] and peak electricity 
usage in Doha? 

o What is the expected relation between investing in advertising in [TV, radio] and sales of a product?

o What is the expected car’s fuel consumption (MPG) based on [weight, horsepower]?
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Other regression examples
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Quiz time

v Is the function  𝑓 = 𝑥!" + 𝑥" + 3𝑥# univariate or multivariate?

v Does the function 𝑓 represent a regression or a classification model?

v Given 𝑋 = { square meters, neighborhood, number of rooms, floor, furnished },        
𝑌 = { apartment price }, is the function 𝑓: 𝑋 → 𝑌 a classification or a regression map?

v Is the variable number of rooms a predictor or a prediction?

v What is the size (dimension) of the feature space?

v Don’t you spot any potential issue using together features such as square meters and 
number of rooms? (hint: compare their ranges)

v I’m working for the Amazon Mechanical Turk, and I’m 
manually labeling images of cats, Himalayan vs. 
Siamese breeds. Do I expect to introduce errors? If I do, 
how the business company could mitigate the issue?
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Quiz time

YOUR turn to provide examples of a classification and regression tasks by defining:

• Task, precisely, in terms of problem domain (𝑋), goals, target set (𝑌)

• Possible features 
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Unsupervised Learning
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Unsupervised learning for Clustering tasks
q Clustering: based on some measure of similarity/dissimilarity, group data items (represented in a 
𝑘-dim feature space) in 𝑛 clusters, where 𝑛 is (usually) not known in advance (need to guess/find!)

q Learned model 𝑓: ℱ$ → {0,1}#
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Typical Workflow of Unsupervised Learning for Clustering tasks

Unsupervised ML 
algorithm for 

data clustering

Test phase: given a new input 
image, assign it to an existing cluster
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Clustering: not always an easy task!

§ Group these people in 
different clusters § Do they belong to the same group?

Similarity / Correlation criteria need to be given (Inductive bias)
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Unsupervised learning for Dimensionality reduction / Compression

q Dimensionality Reduction / Compression: reduce the dimensionality (#descriptors) 
of the data by identifying hidden variables/relationships

𝑋% is irrelevant!

All data lie in a two-dimensional plane
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Unsupervised learning for building Generative models

q Generative models: estimate the probability density of data, i.e., the probability distribution 
models underlying the data, which equals to identifying (probabilistic) relations and 
correlations among the data, the descriptive model of the data
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Summary on Supervised Learning: Learning with a Teacher

§ Supervised (inductive) learning (labeled data)

§ A training data set is given

§ Training data include target outputs (labels put by a teacher / supervisor)

§ Using the labels, a precise error measure for a prediction can be derived

§ Aims to find out models that explain and generalize observed data

Labeled
Given 
Errors
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Summary on Unsupervised Learning: Learning without a Teacher

§ Unsupervised (associative) learning (unlabeled data)

§ A (training) data set is given

§ Training data does not include target outputs / labels

§ Aims to find hidden structure, association relationships in data

Unlabeled
Given

Similarity 
measures 
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Supervised or Unsupervised Learning? 

v Tackled tasks are typically different

Ø Having a labeled dataset is a clear advantage!

Ø ... finding, selecting, and preparing the data  for supervised learning is expensive and not always feasible

Apple

Supervisor 
selects and 
labels training 
examples
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Find / select the examples for supervised learning
v An apple can take many different forms

Ø The example set should include samples of all possible cases 
to be representative of the general concept of an apple

ü The larger the example set, the better

ü Large yes, but … 

o Learning out of too many examples may be 
overwhelming, computationally expensive L

o In the dataset, each case should be represented 
proportionally to its expected appearance in the context 
of application of the ML model

Ø The example set should be a representative sample of 
the real-world of interest 

§ Example set
§ Training examples
§ Dataset
§ Training dataset
§ ….
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Label the data for supervised learning

Apple

Supervisor 
selects and 
labels training 
examples

o Data labeling is a time-consuming / expensive task
Ø Adding metadata is fundamental in complex data 

• (e.g., for images add format, date, time, type of sensor, ...)
o Mostly manual

o … but can increasingly  use AI tools, whenever possible
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Learning in a supervised manner is good but it’s expensive!
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Learning in a supervised manner is good but …
v Image data: Labeling process is lengthy and inherently prone to errors
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Learning in a supervised manner is good but …
v Numeric data: Labeling process is lengthy and inherently prone to errors

9019
4045
6001
1061

0001
1005

Handwritten → OCR → Digital 
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Learning in a supervised manner is good but …
v Text data:  Labeling / annotating process is is lengthy and inherently prone to errors

Document Classification

https://www.lighttag.io/how-to-label-data/

https://www.lighttag.io/how-to-label-data/
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Learning in a supervised manner is good but …
v Text data:  Labeling / annotating process is is lengthy and inherently prone to errors

Entity Annotation

https://www.lighttag.io/how-to-label-data/

https://www.lighttag.io/how-to-label-data/
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Pros and cons of different labeling approaches


